Conclusion
Many application domains make use of trees. Whenever an application needs to compare trees, it is natural to ask about approximate matching. Variable length don't cares extend the power of approximate matching by allowing a query to suppress certain details about a tree.
We presented two di erent de nitions for VLDC's that are natural generalizations of VLDC's in strings, and formulated the problems of approximate tree matching with the VLDC's. We then introduced a new su x forest distance measure for solving the problems. Our algorithms di er in the particular semantics they give to the VLDC's, but share the same time complexity. In 26,27], we presented a parallel version of the algorithms. In our toolkit 23,24], we have found that these algorithms work very well in practice too. In fact, the toolkit also generates a best mapping having the distance between the pattern and the data trees, still preserving the time complexity. Lemma 6.4. (i) P i2LR keyroots(P) N i = # of VLDC's in P ; (ii) P j2LR keyroots(D) C j = jDj ? 1. Proof. For (i) , observe that each node in P is on an i-path for some i 2 LR keyroots(P ). Further, i-path \ i 0 -path = ;, for any i, i 0 2 LR keyroots(P ) where i 6 = i 0 . Therefore the i-paths corresponding to LR keyroots(P ) partition P . So, P i2LR keyroots(P) N i = # of VLDC's in P . Similarly, P j2LR keyroots(D) C j = P jDj j=1 deg(j) = jDj ? 1.
Theorem 6.1. Given the pattern P and data tree D where P may contain VLDC symbols, our algorithms compute the distance from P to D (with and without cut) in O(jP j jDj min(depth(P ); leaves(P )) min(depth(D); leaves(D))) time and use O(jP j jDj) space.
Proof. The preprocessing in the main framework in Section 3 takes linear time. We invoke the procedure treedist(i; j) (or treedist cut(i; j)) for each i 2 LR keyroots(P ) and j 2 LR keyroots(D). By By Lemma 6.1 and the de nition of LR colldepth(), we can see that, for a tree T , LR colldepth(i) min(depth(T); leaves(T )) for 1 i jTj. So, LR colldepth(P ) min(depth(P); leaves(P )) and LR colldepth(D) min(depth(D); leaves(D)). Hence the rst term is bounded by O(jP j jDj min(depth(P); leaves(P )) min(depth(D); leaves(D))). By Lemma 6.4, the second term is bounded by (# of VLDC's in P ) (jDj ? 1) , which is in turn bounded by jPj jDj. Therefore the time complexity is O(jP j jDj min(depth(P); leaves(P )) min(depth(D); leaves(D))).
The space complexity is obtained by noting that the algorithms employ a global array for treedist, and at most two local arrays for forestdist and sfd, each of which needs O(jP j jDj) space.
l(s) = l(i) and l(t) = l(j), and put them in the global array (line 16). Thus, no value is used before it is computed. Lemmas 5.3 to 5.5 show that the computed values are correct. It follows that our algorithm is also correct. 6 Resource Analysis of the Algorithms Lemma 6.1. jLR keyroots(T )j jleaves(T)j.
Proof. See 25, Lemma 6] .
Since not all subtree-to-subtree distances need to be computed, the number of such calculations a node participates in is less than its depth. In fact, it is the node's collapsed depth:
LR colldepth(i) = janc(i) \ LR keyroots(T )j:
We de ne the collapsed depth of tree T as follows: Proof. See 25, Lemma 7] .
Given a tree T , we de ne the i-path of T to be the path from T l(i)] to T i] . Let N i be the number of VLDC's on the i-path of P , and Proof. Suppose s 2 des(i) and t 2 des(j). We obtain the time complexity by observing the following: We are now ready to give the algorithm for the procedure treedist cut(i; j) (see Figure 17) . A local array forestdist cut, which will hold distance values forestdist cut, is allocated when invoking the procedure and is freed once exiting it.
Procedure treedist cut(i; j) The following theorem shows the correctness of the algorithm and establishes the basic assumptions (for the \with cut" case) in Section 3.
Theorem 5.1. The algorithm for the procedure treedist cut(i; j) in Figure 17 is correct.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, the initialization of forestdist cut() is correct. In computing forestdist cut(), we only use such treedist cut(s; t) values where l(i) s i and l(j) t j and either l(s) 6 = l(i) or l(t) 6 = l(j) (line 10). We compute the treedist cut(s; t) values where l(i) s i and l(j) t j and both forestdist cut(l(i)::s; l(j)::t) = min 8 > > < where l(i) s i and l(j) t j and either l(s) 6 = l(i) or l(t) 6 = l(j), and the procedure treedist(i; j) yields treedist(s; t) where l(i) s i and l(j) t j and both l(s) = l(i) and l(t) = l(j) (cf. the basic assumptions in Section 3).
Theorem 4.1. The algorithm for the procedure treedist(i; j) in Figure 10 is . We compute the treedist(s; t) values where l(i) s i and l(j) t j and both l(s) = l(i) and l(t) = l(j), and put them in the global array (cf. line 23). Therefore, no value is used before it is computed, establishing the basic assumption of Section 3. The lemmas show that the computed values are correct. It follows that our algorithm is also correct.
5 Algorithm for treedist cut(i;j)
As it happens, the \with cut" case is the easiest, because no auxiliary distance measures such as sfd() are needed. So this section is formally independent of the previous one. We present ve lemmas and then Lemma 5.1. A path-VLDC can be substituted for an umbrella-VLDC or vice versa without changing the mapping or the distance value when we allow subtrees to be cut freely from the data tree.
Proof. Consider a pattern tree having both j's and^'s. We try to nd a best substitution for the VLDC's, and then consider a minimum-cost mapping from the pattern tree to the data tree after performing an optimal removal of subtrees of the data tree. Now, concentrate on an (arbitrary) VLDC node N in the pattern tree. Assume that N is labeled bŷ . Let the portion of the data tree that N substitutes for be U . Then, we could replace N with a node labeled by j, let it match the path in U and cut all other subtrees not on the path. The cost of the resulting mapping would be no greater than the original distance.
We try to nd a best substitution for j's and^'s in P l(i)::s] and then consider a minimum-cost mapping M from P l(i)::s] to D l(j)::t] after performing an optimal removal of a left subforest F (consisting of consecutive complete trees with the same parent) of forest D l(j)::t]: There are two cases to examine:
Case 1: l(par(t)) = l(j) (cf. Figure 15 ). Now try to combine the above two cases. In case 1, we do not need subcase (d).
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Thus, the formulae of the two cases are exactly the same. Furthermore, we can combine these formulae with that obtained from the case where P s] = j or P s] =^. This gives the formula asserted by the lemma.
Since in the computation of forestdist() (sfd(), respectively), we use the values of sfd() (forestdist(), respectively), we still need to prove that whenever we need a distance value, it is indeed available. Also, we need to prove that in the execution of the procedure treedist(i; j) in Figure 10 , we only use treedist(s; t) Case 2: l(par(t)) 6 = l(j). (See Figure 16) Then, at least one of the following three cases must hold: in the best substitution, (1) P s] is replaced by an empty tree, (2) The proof of the lemma is complete. With the su x forest distance, we are able to show the following. 
Algorithms for the Subroutines
In the following lemma, we show the computation of path tree to tree dist(s; t) and prove its correctness. The value of k ranges from 1 to n t . Therefore, the distance should be the minimum of these corresponding costs, i.e., forestdist(l(i)::s; l(j)::t) = forestdist(;; D l(j)::t ?1]) + min tk ftreedist(s; t k )? treedist(;; t k )j1 k n t g. The above cases exhaust all possible mappings yielding forestdist(l(i)::s; l(j)::t), and hence we take the minimum of all the corresponding costs.
The proof of the lemma is complete. compute su x distance for forest(l(j)::t) /* end of calculating the su x forest distance */ 29. end (for); It will become clear that in order to compute umbrella tree to tree dist(s; t), we need an auxiliary distance measure, called su x forest distance (represented by sfd()). Informally speaking, sfd(l(i)::s; l(j)::t) is the distance between two forests P l(i)::s] and D l(j)::t], allowing a subforest of D l(j)::t] to be removed from D l(j)::t]. (The subtrees in the removed subforest must be consecutive, leftmost, and have the same parent.) Depending on whether D l(j)::t] is a tree, we need two additional subroutines to compute the sfd().
Subroutine su x distance for tree(t): compute the su x forest distance between P l(i)::s] and D l(j)::t] where D l(j)::t] is a tree (i.e., l(t) = l(j));
Subroutine su x distance for forest(l(j)::t): compute the su x forest distance between P l(i)::s] and D l(j)::t] where D l(j)::t] is a forest (i.e., l(t) 6 = l(j)).
With these subroutines, we are now able to give the algorithm for the procedure treedist(i; j) (see Figure   10 ). Two local arrays forestdist and sfd, which hold distance values forestdist and sfd, are allocated when calling treedist(i; j) and are freed once exiting the procedure. (1) Immediately before invoking the procedure treedist(i; j), all distances treedist(s; t), where l(i) s i and l(j) t j and either l(s) 6 = l(i) or l(t) 6 = l(j), are available. In other words, treedist(s; t) is available if P s] is in the subtree rooted at P i] but not in the path from P l(i)] to P i] or D t] is in the subtree rooted at D j] but not in the path from D l(j)] to D j].
(2) Immediately after the execution of the procedure treedist(i; j), all distances treedist(s; t), where l(i) s i and l(j) t j, are available.
We rst show that if (1) is true then (2) is true. From the basic assumptions, we know that the available distances are precisely the required ones. We compute each treedist(s; t), where l(s) = l(i) and l(t) = l(j) in the procedure treedist(i; j) and add it to the global array. So, (2) holds.
Let us show that (1) always holds. Suppose l(s) 6 = l(i). Let P s 0 ] be the lowest ancestor of P s] such that s 0 2 LR keyroots(P). Since l(s 0 ) = l(s) 6 = l(i), s 0 6 = i. Since i 2 LR keyroots(P), s 0 i. So, s 0 < i. Let D t 0 ] be the lowest ancestor of D t] such that t 0 2 LR keyroots(D). Since j 2 LR keyroots(D), t 0 j. This means that the procedure treedist(s 0 ; t 0 ) will have already been executed before invoking the procedure treedist(i; j), since in the main loop LR keyroots(P) and LR keyroots(D) are in increasing order. The result follows immediately by noting that treedist(s; t) is available after the execution of the procedure treedist(s 0 ; t 0 ).
Algorithm for treedist(i;j)
We use dynamic programming to compute treedist(i; j). The procedure considers forest-to-forest distances between the pattern P and the data tree D.
We begin with three lemmas and then give our algorithm. Note that, in the algorithm, both deleting and relabeling nodes with VLDC symbols cost zero (i.e., ( Invoke the procedure treedist(i; j) (or treedist cut(i;j) for the \with cut" case) end; We defer the details of the procedures treedist(i; j) and treedist cut(i; j) to the next two sections.
For now, assume that they somehow store the distance values they compute in the global array treedist (or treedist cut).
To show the correctness of the framework, we need the following:
De nitions: Suppose that s 2 des(i) and t 2 des(j). If an intermediate result of the execution of the procedure treedist(i; j) is the value of treedist(s; t), then we say that treedist(i; j) yields treedist(s; t). If the execution of the procedure treedist(i; j) does not yield treedist(s; t), but requires its value, then we say that treedist(i; j) requires treedist(s; t). (The de nitions are analogous in the \with cut" case.)
In essence, the above de nitions show the concrete order in which our main algorithms (to be discussed later) ll their arrays. Note that one might ll the arrays row by row or column by column, though that would increase the time complexity of the algorithms. The de nitions also show what computation can be avoided.
Basic Assumptions: Suppose s 2 des(i) and t 2 des(j). If either l(s) 6 = l(i) or l(t) 6 = l(j), then the procedure treedist(i; j) requires treedist(s; t); otherwise, the procedure treedist(i; j) yields treedist(s; t).
(The assumption is analogous for the \with cut" case.)
The assumptions will be established in Section 4 for the \without cut" case and Section 5 for the \with cut" case. With the basic assumptions, we are able to prove the following:
Theorem 3.1. The algorithmic framework is correct. That is, if the procedure treedist(i; j) (or treedist cut(i; j)) is invoked, then at the moment its execution begins, its required subtree-to-subtree distances are available.
Proof. We prove the \without cut" case only. The \with cut" case can be proved similarly. We will show that for any pair (i; j) such that i 2 LR keyroots(P) and j 2 LR keyroots(D), the following invariants hold.
numbers for descendants (ancestors, respectively) of T i] is des(i) (anc(i), respectively). The number of children of node D i] is deg(i).
In the postorder numbering of the nodes in a tree T, T 1::i] will be forests as in Figure 7 . (The edges are those in the subgraph of the tree induced by the vertices.) In general, we use T i::j] to represent the ordered subforest of T induced by the nodes numbered i to j inclusive. If i > j, then T i::j] = ;. T l(i)::i] will be referred to as tree(i). The number of nodes in tree(i) is Size(i). 
An Algorithmic Framework for Tree Matching
In computing the distance between the pattern and data tree, we consider only certain nodes in the trees. De ne the set LR keyroots of tree T as follows:
LR keyroots(T) = fk j there exists no k 0 > k such that l(k) = l(k 0 )g. Intuitively, if k 2 LR keyroots(T) then either T k] is the root of T or l(k) 6 = l(par(k)), i.e., T k] has a left sibling. (For example, the LR keyroots set for the tree in Figure 7 is f2, 5, 7, 8, 9g.) It is easy to see that there is a linear time algorithm to compute the function l() and the sets LR keyroots for the pattern P and data tree D. Also shown is a mapping from the resulting pattern tree to the data tree. Note that the mapping must map the substituting nodes to themselves.
Cut Operations
One generalization of approximate string matching is to allow the pattern tree to match only a part of the data tree, i.e., subtrees can be freely cut from the data tree (cf. Section 1). Our goal is an algorithmic framework that can handle tree matching with and without cut, where the pattern tree P may contain both path-VLDC's and umbrella-VLDC's. The following lemma, which was proved in 25], establishes the relationship between the best mapping and the best sequence of edit operations. Intuitively, the lemma says that the sequence can be formed from the deletes induced by the mapping followed by the relabelings and inserts. Lemma 2.1. Given S, a sequence s 1 ; s 2 ; . . .; s k of edit operations from T to T 0 , there exists a mapping M from T to T 0 such that (M) (S). Conversely, for any mapping M, there exists a sequence of edit operations S such that (S) = (M).
Hence, treedist(T; T 0 ) = min f (M) j M is a mapping from T to T 0 g.
The equivalence between mappings and editing sequences simpli es later proofs by making the de nition of distances constructive rather than operational.
Substitution of VLDC's
Thus far, we have concentrated on trees without VLDC's. Let P be a pattern tree that contains both path-VLDC's (j's) and umbrella-VLDC's (^'s), and let D be a data tree. (j and^are two special symbols not in the alphabet .) A VLDC-substitution s on P replaces each node labeled j in P by a path of nodes in the data tree and replaces each node labeled^in P by an umbrella pattern of nodes in the data tree (cf. Section 1). We require that any mapping from the resulting (VLDC-free) pattern tree P to D map the substituting nodes to themselves ( Figure 5 ). (Thus, no cost is induced by VLDC-substitutions.) De ne the distance between P and D with respect to s, denoted treedist(P; D; s), as the cost of the best mapping from P to D. Then, treedist(P; D) = min s2S ftreedist(P; D; s)g where S is the set of all possible VLDC-substitutions. editing distance, or simply the distance, from tree T to tree T 0 , denoted treedist(T; T 0 ), is the cost of the minimum cost sequence of edit operations which transform T to T 0 . 
Mappings
Often, it is convenient to describe the distance between two trees through the concept of mappings. A mapping is a graphical speci cation of what edit operations apply to each node in the two trees. For example, the mapping in Figure 4 shows a way to transform T to T 0 . The transformation includes deleting node labeled b in T and inserting node labeled f in T 0 . 
Preliminaries

Edit Operations and Editing Distance between Trees
We use the editing distance to measure the di erence between two trees. There are three types of edit operations: relabeling, delete, and insert. Relabeling node n means changing the label on n. Deleting a node n means making the children of n become the children of the parent of n and removing n. Insert is the inverse of delete. Inserting node n as the child of node n 0 makes n the parent of a consecutive subsequence of the current children of n 0 . Figure 3 illustrates these edit operations.
Suppose each node label is a symbol chosen from an alphabet .
in sequences. When placed at leaves in a pattern, the umbrella-VLDC's can be considered as variables that can extract information from a database, perhaps from dictionary de nitions 2] or parsed text 3]. The path-VLDC (with subtrees removed being allowed) enables one to extract information from complicated sentences in the database 3,24]. Our motivation for introducing these de nitions of VLDC matching comes from applications in natural language processing 2,3] and molecular biology 17]. Thus, these seemed to us to be the two most reasonable generalizations of sequence-based VLDC's. Example. Consider the pattern and the data tree in Figure 2 . If were j, then this would not be a close match, because the subtrees rooted at \and" and the s 2 would be counted as part of the distance. If were^, then the would match the root, the s 2 , and the two left subtrees and then an approximate match would be done between the rest of the pattern and the clause concerning the girl. The cost would be 2, because \the" would have to be substituted for \The" and \girl" would have to be substituted for \boy".
If were either symbol but subtree removals were free, then would match the path starting at the root and ending at the s 1 . The subtrees rooted at \and" and the s 2 would be removed as would the subtrees rooted at \adj" and \adv". This would give a match within distance 1 (because tuba and cello di er).
In this paper, we present algorithms to compute the distance between a pattern P and data tree D (with and without cut), where the pattern may contain both path-VLDC's and umbrella-VLDC's. Our algorithms run in O(jPj jDj min(depth(P); leaves(P)) min(depth(D); leaves(D))) time, the same as for the best known algorithms for approximate tree matching without VLDC's 25]. We have implemented these algorithms in a tree toolkit 23]. Applications of the toolkit to natural language processing and molecular biology can be found in 23,24].
Introduction
This paper is a generalization of two, heretofore independent, lines of work:
1. approximate comparison of ordered labeled trees; 2. approximate matching in strings containing variable-length don't cares.
Approximate Tree Matching
Ordered labeled trees are trees whose nodes are labeled and in which the left to right order among siblings is signi cant. Many of the above applications involve comparing ordered trees. For example, in natural language processing, computational linguists store dictionary de nitions in a lexical database. The de nitions are represented syntactically as trees. The syntactic head of each de nition is often the genus term (superordinate) of the word being de ned 4,10]. Thus, by performing syntactic analysis of the dictionary de nitions (which entails matching them against a template using uni cation), linguists are able to extract semantic information from the de nitions, thereby constructing semantic taxonomies 3,14]. (We refer the reader to 5,7,8] for algorithms dealing with exact tree matching.)
Often, researchers are interested in not only exact, but also approximate matches. As an example, biologists collect RNA secondary structures (trees) whose features have been analyzed. To gain information about a newly sequenced RNA, they compare the RNA's secondary structure against those in the database, searching for ones with \close" topologies. From such topological similarities, it is often possible to infer similarities in the functions of the related RNAs 17,20].
In measuring the similarity of two trees, one commonly used technique is to nd a minimum-cost set of deletion, insertion and relabeling operations that converts one tree to the other 19]. In 21], Tai presented an algorithm to solve this problem in time O(jT 1 j jT 2 j (depth(T 1 )) 2 (depth(T 2 )) 2 ), where jT 1 j and jT 2 j are the number of nodes of trees T 1 and T 2 respectively. More recently, Zhang and Shasha 25] developed a faster algorithm that computes the distance between two trees in time O(jT 1 j jT 2 j min(depth(T 1 ); leaves(T 1 )) min(depth(T 2 ); leaves(T 2 ))) and space O(jT 1 j jT 2 j). Using su x trees, they developed a fast parallel algorithm for the unit cost distance case 18].
Approximate String Matching with VLDC's
The second line of work that is closely related to ours is approximate string matching. Given a pattern SPAT and a data string SDATA, the problem of approximate string matching is to compute, for each i, the distance between SPAT 1::jSPATj] and SDATA 1::i] where any pre x can be removed from SDATA 
